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Recent research in Natural Language Processing (NLP) has revealed that deep learning models,
particularly large language models (LLMs) trained on huge amounts of data suffer from a lack of
interpretability and generalizability. This issue extends to spatial and temporal reasoning over
natural language and visual data too. Although LLMs can impress us by fluently generating
articles given a prompt, they often fail in basic reasoning tasks like understanding that "left" is
the opposite of "right." Real-world problem-solving requires computational models that involve
multiple interdependent learners, extensive composition, and reasoning based on additional
knowledge beyond the available data. Our research endeavors at the Heterogeneous Learning
and Reasoning Lab (HLR)1 focus on tackling some of these challenges.

In the first part of my talk, I will discuss our recent research on three key areas. Firstly,
we have evaluated the spatial reasoning capabilities of large language models over text and
introduced new benchmarks specifically designed for this purpose [1, 2]. Secondly, we have
developed architectures capable of capturing spatial and temporal information about entities and
their activities, enabling procedural reasoning [3, 4]. Lastly, for vision and language grounding
and navigation, we have developed new modules integrated with large vision and language
model backbones. We pre-train these modules with novel synthesized indirect supervision
resources to capture fine-grained semantics required for an accurate and explainable instruction
following and navigation in a visual environment [5, 6, 7].

In the second part of my talk, I will introduce DomiKnowS, a Declarative learning-based
programming framework. DomiKnowS is designed to facilitate the integration of learning
and reasoning, leveraging both symbolic and sub-symbolic representations to solve complex
AI-complete problems. This framework seamlessly integrates domain knowledge, represented
symbolically as logical constraints, into deep models using various underlying algorithms.
We cover a variety of training and inference time algorithms. Additionally, I will present
GlUECons [8, 9], a new benchmark comprising tasks and models specifically designed for
evaluating algorithms that aim to integrate logical constraints into deep models.
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